Winter 2018-19

Welcome to the winter edition of the Safeguarders Panel newsletter. The newsletter is designed to keep you
updated with news about the Safeguarders Panel and the Children’s Hearings System, as well as highlighting
relevant issues. We hope you enjoy reading and, as always, if you have any questions or comments please
get in touch with the team.
safeguarders who strived to ensure quality training was
being delivered to the safeguarding community.
Pre-appointment training commenced in November
A primary consideration for the team when developing
2018 taking place in Glasgow and Edinburgh; with the
the training was to give safeguarders flexibility in what
last two days planned for January 2019. Once all
training they felt would enhance their practice at a time
disclosure and reference checks have been completed, and place which suited. If you have not already booked
recommendations for appointment will be submitted to
your training slots for this term, could we ask that you do
the Minister. The 6 days have focused on the role of the
so as soon as possible to assist with forward planning
safeguarder (within court and the CHS); engaging with
and ensure you are able to attend a course in an area of
children and families; analysis and report writing;
your choice?
attachment and resilience and safe practice. The days
Access full training calendar & details of how to
have been facilitated by Paula Gaunt-Richardson and
book here.
Jackie Robeson and have included presentations, group
activities and inputs from external professionals and
organisations. Planning is underway for an induction
day for all those appointed in April, in preparation for the ICO registration fees
start of their appointment on 1 May 2019.
If safeguarders set up a direct debit to pay their annual

Pre-appointment training

Practice notes on court
The Court Practice Note is now available online: here.
To support this, we are planning practice engagement
events across Scotland specifically to discuss court
practice. Details of the events will be sent out when
confirmed.
The next practice note that will be developed will be
based on issues around contact. We are currently in the
initial planning stages for this. However, ‘Considerations
around Contact’ is one of our most subscribed CPD
courses to date and we hope the forthcoming training on
the subject will be of benefit in the meantime.

Requisite training and links
The full requisite training calendar is available for all
safeguarders to access. The development of the training
calendar is testament to the collaborative practice
between the Safeguarders Panel Team (SPT) and

registration fee with ICO for being registered as a Data
Controller, they will receive a £5.00 discount on the fee
payable i.e. the fee will be £35 and not £40. The direct
debit will automatically be collected on or around the
expiry date annually. This fee can be reimbursed using
the safeguarders fees & expenses claim form in the
usual way.

Children’s Hearings Improvement Partnership
(CHIP) update
Children 1st continue to be involved in quarterly CHIP
sessions, which bring different agencies together to
discuss and explore how best to improve our Children’s
Hearings System. Quarterly minutes are available here.
This link also gives wider access to the CHIP website
which contains information and references
safeguarders might find useful in carrying out
their role.
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Local engagement events

Some events commented that they would like
Thank you to those who attended the local engagement
to have seen more safeguarders in attendance
events last autumn. We hope you found the experience
to enhance networking and allow for broader
positive with the opportunity to share your views and
discussions in terms of experiences and
discuss practice experiences with other safeguarders.
practice.
We have considered your feedback regarding the
events and would like to take this opportunity to share
There will be more locality exclusive feedback which will
some consistent themes which emerged from the
be a standing agenda item for your area. The Support
information captured at each event.
Managers will share this with you closer to the event.






There is a clear appetite for local engagement
events as many safeguarders describe their
role as being ‘isolated’ and thus enjoy the
opportunity to speak freely with others who
have similar experiences.

Events near you: The following
dates, location and Support
Manager who co-ordinates for
Safeguarders value the opportunity to meet,
your area have been confirmed
establish relationships, share and discuss local for the following events:
issues, case scenarios and speak to other
professionals for advice.
Monday 11.03.19 – Ayr – Richard Gibbons
Some localities showed an interest in using the
events as a platform to develop their
Monday 18.03.19 – Dundee – Sylvia Blenkinsop
knowledge and skills via the possibility of
Monday 18.03.19 – Stirling – Jodie Fleming
inviting guest speakers along.
All local engagement events expressed an
interest in discussing the Court practice note.

Monday 25.03.19 – Glasgow – Michelle Farrell



Some safeguarders are keen for guidance/
training around contact issues.

Monday 08.04.19 – Greenock – Yvonne Simpson



Some events raised questions around
allocations and the taxi rank system –
Francesca, our Allocations Co-ordinator is
happy to answer any further questions
regarding allocations.







Monday 01.04.19 – Edinburgh – Lyndsay Wishart
Monday 08.04.19 – Aberdeen – Richard Gibbons
All events will take place from 6.30pm – 8.30pm and
light refreshments will be available. Confirmation of
venues will be advised in due course. There will be a
maximum of 20 participants per event – a waiting list
will be maintained if required. These are optional
events; however safeguarders are encouraged to
attend.

Initially it was thought that safeguarders would
organise the content of their event. However,
feedback indicates that some light touch
structure/agenda input by the SPT would add
benefit to the experience. With that in mind, we
intend to send out a loose agenda prior to each
How to book: Please register interest in attending one
event.
of the local engagement events by emailing the
Our aim is that safeguarders value the local
Safeguarders Panel Team. Please consider discussion
engagement events and see them as a positive points/suggestions to bring on the evening and include
experience where good practice and key
this in your email to register. We look forward to
knowledge can be shared in a safe and
seeing you at one of the events.
respectful milieu. Therefore we welcome your
comments and feedback and would be happy
to either respond directly or you can include
your point as an agenda item when you
confirm your attendance.
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Individual Development Plans (IDP) have changed
to Development and Requirement Plans (DARP)

Safeguarder allocations (Q3)

As some of you may already know, we have changed
the structure of the document we use to report and
record identified support and training needs. We felt
that the old IDP was not specific enough in terms of
identifying particular needs, how those needs were
being met and the timeframes associated with
identified support and development needs. Please
feel free to discuss the DARP document with your
support manager at your next support session.

Children in Scotland annual conference

The latest figures for safeguarder appointments by
children’s hearings and sheriffs across Scotland can
be found here.

Back in November last year, some staff from the SPT
attended the Children in Scotland Annual Conference
at Murrayfield Stadium in Edinburgh. The event
highlighted the work being done with children and
young people across Scotland and gave organisations
the opportunity to showcase the services they offer to
Reminders
children and families. As we made our way around the
A reminder that the Data Management Policy and
event we came across organisations, information and
Guidance for Safeguarders now available is a
services which we thought some of you might find
revised version of the old policy to account for the new interesting or useful.
General Data Protection Legislation (GDPR) which
came into force in May last year. If you have any
queries about the contents of the document or about
The Young People's Organising and Campaigning
data protection otherwise please
(YPOC) Group
speak to a member of the SPT
Workshop was managed by Aberdeen Children’s
and we will do our best to help.
Rights and delivered by a panel of teenagers- aged 14
and over- who have looked after experience.

The Lone Working Safety Guidance has also been
updated to include the contact details of current
service managers. Safeguarders often work alone so
it may be worthwhile to re-familiarise yourself with this
important policy and contact information.

Staff update

The workshop centered on the young people sharing
their experiences of being looked after away from
home. The panel of young people gave the audience
a fantastic insight to the ‘lived’ experience of being
accommodated and drew attention to how being
looked after away from home influences their
everyday lives such as how they are considered by
their peers (mainly at school), how they can feel
excluded and ‘different’ from the communities in which
they live, the stigma attached to being in care (you
must be a trouble maker or there must be something
wrong with you etc.) and the impact it has upon their
own biological family dynamics. The session
concluded with a Q&A session with the young people
and a screening of a video they made in collaboration
with Aberdeen Children’s Rights drawing attention to
some of their issues and concerns.

We are pleased to say that both new members of the
leadership team, who joined us in recent months, Lisa
Goodman (Service Manager) and Paula GauntRichardson (Service Manager; Quality & Development
Lead) have settled well into their new roles. Paula has
now taken up a full time position with the
Safeguarders Panel Team (SPT) and has been busy The video, and other useful information can be
supporting potential new safeguarders in their
found on ‘Children’s rights service’ – here.
pre-appointment training. We would also like to say
goodbye and good luck to one of our support
managers, Fionna Miskelly, who has moved on to new
and exciting challenges.
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Conflict dynamics
Workshop delivered by Duncan Gordon and Andrew
Boyd from Cyrenians, the Scottish Centre for Conflict
Resolution.
The workshop focused on the physiological conflict
response and the impact this has on relationships and
wellbeing. The work traditionally undertaken by the
centre is to provide direct work to children, young
people and their families to help better understand the
response to conflict which they have developed and
how to recognise this in order to reach a better
resolution. The information provided was very
interesting and can be accessed via their website:
www.scottishconflictresolution.org.uk

very quickly with the CEDAR workers and sharing
things that they had never spoken about before. One
young person was asked if they had any experience of
being allocated a safeguarder in the past and if so had
they felt able to speak openly with the safeguarder at
that time about their experience and their views. Most
stated that they had experience of the Children’s
Hearings System and 3 of the 4 mentioned recalling a
safeguarder. Most agreed that they had been unable to
speak to the safeguarder at the time in the same way
they had with the CEDAR worker even where they
opened up to the CEDAR worker within 1 or 2
meetings. When asked if they could identify the
difference the young people stated that it came down to
trust and the relationship developed.

The site has an interesting ‘fun’ quiz which allows
individuals to see what type of brain they have and
therefore how they are likely to respond to conflict. It
also contained interesting information on what they had Supporting young victims of Child Sexual Exploitation
identified as the 5 stages of the fight or flight response (CSE)
and finally about the chemical responses in the brain.
Rochdale CSE whistleblower Sara Rowbotham and her
An interesting fact taken away from the day was that
colleague Cath Hayes delivered a powerful session on
adrenaline, once released in response to a conflict as
CSE, exploring the difficulties faced by young people in
part of the fight or flight response will take at least 1
disclosing CSE and highlighting the impact of language
hour to leave an individual’s system. This makes it very and ‘labelling’. They considered how social work and
difficult for a person to return to a state where they are police responses didn’t suit the young people at the
able to continue with a calm conversation once conflict time due to a lack of evidence and the problem often
has occurred. They often teach that there is no benefit being viewed as children making ‘lifestyle choices’.
to taking a 5 minute break in meetings where this level
The facilitators described how words like ‘chaotic’ and
of response has been observed.
‘vulnerable’ hold different meanings for different people;
Of interest to safeguarders may be to reflect on your
we have a common language but not a shared underown personal conflict management style and how you
standing. Using phrases such as ‘historical abuse’ is
might respond to the conflict behaviours mentioned,
inaccurate for many young people because without
can this be identified in professionals as well as with
help and support, the young people may feel no safer
children and family members? How can safeguarders
now than they did at the time of the abuse. A significant
respond to this in a way that will allow positive and
message was that we should be careful in our use of
meaningful engagement and participation in the
language in reports as survivors worry about labels
children’s hearing process?
staying with them forever.
The workshop then focused on the successful
outcomes from court cases and the reason for this
Me, my mum and CEDAR
success; corroboration. When disclosures were made
Workshop delivered by a support worker and a panel of by children, everything was written down. A focus for
young people who have experienced the project.
future requires preventative services to tackle the
source of the issues e.g. young men at risk of
The CEDAR project supports children experiencing
domestic abuse and recovery, assisted mainly by their becoming perpetrators, rather than only
mother. After discussing the project the support worker responding to the issues caused by
the abuse.
handed over to the young people who gave the
opportunity for those in attendance to ask questions.
The young people spoke about feeling very comfortable
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Complaints information analysis (Q3)



There remains no concentration or pattern by
Local Authority area that can be deemed
significant given the small number of cases
involved. The Highlands occurs twice but these
concerns are from different sources and
regarding different safeguarders. It seems more
likely that the concerns were specific to the
circumstances of individual cases rather than
because two different safeguarders are delivering
a poor service across the board. Although a cross
-reference of the underlying data to do with the
outcome of concerns and that to do with ‘who
raised concerns and from which Local Authority
area’ is not typically undertaken a check of that
data shows that of the two Highland concerns,
one was categorised as ‘IVI’ and one as ‘NICP’
so there is no pattern there. The situation is the
same in West Dunbartonshire as respects
different safeguarders. A categorisation of ‘NICP’
for one and the other yet to be concluded gives,
again, no pattern. Matters are similar in
Aberdeen. Although both concern-raisers were
‘parent/carers’ the cases concerned different
safeguarders and were dealt with by way of
categorisation as ‘NFI’ for one and ‘IVI’ of the
other, so, again, no pattern.



The concerns raised most commonly related to
the following Practice Standards:

This quarter saw further positive developments in the
approach to and handling of concerns raised about
safeguarders.


This quarter saw a slight increase in concerns
raised (10) compared to last quarter (9), and one
was progressed to a complaint. Of the nine
concerns, one was not yet concluded at the time
of the writing of this report. Of the remaining eight
concerns; in two concerns no further information
was forthcoming and so the matter could not be
progressed (‘NFI’); two were insubstantial,
vexatious or ineligible for the Safeguarders Panel
Team to look into (‘IVI’); four were able to be
appropriately concluded without the invocation of
the Complaints Policy (‘NICP’). The single
concern progressed to a complaint has not yet
been concluded.



The pattern whereby most concerns don’t
become complaints continues.



Once again, no safeguarders have attracted
multiple concerns or complaints.



Once again, in this quarter, parents/carers raised
the most concerns with a slight rise from Q2 (5
concerns as opposed to 4) with a drop in Panel
Members and Reporters raising concerns (by 1
concern each) but a slight rise in social work
raising concerns (by 1 concern). However, these
fluctuations remain too small to indicate a pattern
between quarters from which any sensible
conclusions may yet be drawn.

The most frequent was PS2 (Relationships)
occurring 7 times. PS6 (Personal Conduct) was
second occurring 6 times. PS4 (Reports) was
third, occurring 5 times. PS7 was fourth occurring
twice and fifth (and lastly) PS1 occurring once.

